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Liveport’s WiFi Portal Best Practice Guidelines 
Get the most out of your WiFi infrastructure
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Why is my portal design so important? 

Invested time and effort into design the perfect 
WiFi infrastructure? 
So you’ve invested considerable time, resource and effort 
into design the perfect WiFi infrastructure for your business 
or organisation.  Your “WiFi portal” is you, your brand and 
your introduction to many… We’re here to help you get it 
right and get the most from your visitors. 

It’s not just a mechanism for getting people online. 

- It’s branding tool

- It’s a marketing tool

- It’s a CRM Data management tool

- It’s a social awareness tool

So it’s got to look and perform at its best. 

So what options are available for adding a WiFi Portal 
to MyLiveport? 

- Use one of our best practice templates and add
your own branding.

- Have our design team modify our “basic” template
with your branding*.

- Have our design team customise our “Pro”
template with your branding*.

- Have our design team create a “bespoke” template
on your design*.

- Finally code your own portal design adhering to
our best practice guidelines.

* There is a charge for these services We have a selection of templates available within your login

The Ritz London
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First things to think about

This is not a website, your WiFi portal is a standalone template 
that serves only one purpose - Getting your users online. 

Your portal isn’t an extension of your website, nor should you just 
simple copy the design line by line image by image. Keep it clean, 
less is definitely more… your WiFi portal is to be displayed on 
multiple devices using a selection of operating systems and web 
browsers. 

The fact is that many of your users will be accessing your WiFi 
connection using tablets, smartphones rather than laptops as it was traditionally. 

You need to focus on 3 primary elements in your design. 

- Your logo (Branding)

- Call to action buttons

- Background image

Anything else needs be placed below the primary buttons for 
all devices, laptops, tablets, smartphones and normal phones. 

If this is not taken into consideration it will cause your user frustration, in turn they won’t login and the 
opportunity is lost or it will create a support enquiry.  Both of which we must avoid at all costs. 

Buttons 
How do you want to get user online?  

The options 

- Free

- Paid

- Social

- Voucher

These options will denote how many buttons you have in your portal. We would suggest you keep your 
buttons to a minimum, give your user the fastest journey to get online.  Of course you may want to provide 
every options available, however by using MyLiveport properly you can greatly reduce the amount of 
buttons the user will see in your portal. (Check with you account manager for more information) 
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Background image 
You can customise our portal templates with 
a full screen background image, we would 
suggest you use an image the conforms to 
the following 

We have a selection of pre-loaded backgrounds available

- Size – 1920px x 1080px with a file size of less than 349k
(the system will not allow you to upload an image with a file size of over 350k)

This is not a Photoshop Design 

Do not simply pass this to your design team or agency for them to 
create a design for you. Albeit the design will look lovely and match all 
your other marketing collateral perfectly it will not work in the real world. 

Usually this design will simply be cut to HTML and then uploaded to a 
CMS editor, you can do this with our portal editor BUT DON’T. It will not 
render correctly and it WILL cause problems for your users when 
displayed on their devices. 

We would suggest you use one of our pre-made templates, have us either make some changes for you or 
create a bespoke version (at a cost) or have someone else create you a bespoke portal using responsive design 
techniques (As detailed later in this document)

Mobile Phones, Smartphones & Tablets are King 
Many of your users will be connecting to your infrastructure with 
mobile / tablet devices*, therefore you must create your portal with 
this in mind. This is detailed further under “Your portal design” 

*Hospitality venues will have a more balanced user experience using laptops and
mobile / tablet devices.

Dedicated Mobile Portal 

We also have the ability to force a mobile portal design to mobile 
devices. This simply displays your logo and your define package 
buttons.  
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Your portal design
Responsive Design 

Here are a few key statistics you should know: 

91% of all people on earth have a mobile phone 

56% of people own a smart phone 

72% of tablet owners purchase online from their 
tablets each week 

50% of mobile phone users, use mobile as their 
primary Internet source 

Getting Fluid with the Grid 

It's the foundation for your responsive portal template. The term grid 
brings to mind rigidity, an inflexible and stagnant system that doesn't 
bend or move. However, grid systems have a variety of helpful benefits. 

Yet, when it comes to responsive design, we aren't talking about an old 
school 960px-locked grid. What we need is a fluid grid, one that is 
flexible and based upon percentages rather than pixels. Columns 
determine the width of where content is placed, whereas the content will determine the height. This type of 
grid can scale up or down, depending on the screen size of the device it's being displayed on.  

What we are essentially doing is allowing the portal 
design to move around on the device’s screen 
making sure that our primary branding and call to 
actions are in place at the top of the screen. 

Uniformity 

A grid ensures consistency between webpages, 
reducing CSS coding errors. It also helps with 
reliable HTML placement. 

Use less code, less is more 

With a grid system, you're not coding from 
scratch, which saves a lot of time. Another 
bonus is that the grid makes iterating faster 
and easier. 
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How your portal design should flow
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Structural Control 

A grid not only allows us to organise elements, but also offers control over the visual and structure of the 
WiFi Portal itself. 

Moving / Hiding content 

Being able to move content around in 
your WiFi portal is really important as it 
will allow you to keep the primary 
elements visible at all time. For example 
your logo and call to action buttons.  

As the design shrinks to fit on smaller 
devices you are able to hide certain 
elements that would otherwise simply 
clutter up the portal layout. 

Less content 

We strongly advise you to keep the content to a bare 
minimum, gone are the days of listings all sorts of 
spurious things such as data feeds, corporate 
messaging and external links etc…  

Think of the portal as a means to an end, we want the 
user to interact with the portal, get the specific 
information they need and then leave.  The exact 
opposite of the way we would normally create a web 
page, we want to capture their data via registration or 
social login, sell them access or simply get them 
connected as fast as possible.  

Flexible images 

Images aren't locked in fixed pixels anymore… for 
example your logo may display at 200px x 200px on a 
laptop but will display at 480px x 480px on a 
smartphone 
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Though the Caravan Club is a nice design there is too much content, 

plus it has external links which tends to confuse the user.

This portal uses our “Pro” portal template and is clean and easy to use.
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Sizing restrictions - Most Popular Screen Resolutions 

 Desktops & Laptops

1024×768 and higher

 iPhone

5: 1136×640

4S: 640×960

3GS: 320×480

 iPad

First & second generations: 1024×768

Third generation: 2048×1536

 iPad Mini

1024×768

 Android Phones & Tablets

Most phones are 320px wide or 360px wide,
and most tablets are 800px wide.

When designing for them, however, it is 
typical for developers to break them into the 
following groups based on their Density-
independent pixel (dp), which is the 
minimum screen size. 

Small screens: 426dp x 320dp 

Normal screens: 470dp x 320dp 

Large screens: 640dp x 480dp 

Extra-large screens: 960dp x 720dp 

Keep your portal clean, slick and easy to use, 

design it with device sizes in mind 
A poorly designed portal will result in 

frustrated users not being able to connect. 

Note above, call to action buttons are pushed 

off the screen. 
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Designing a WiFi Portal using MyLiveport template system. 
This guide will outline how to get your branded portal online quickly. 

What are you going to need to get your portal created? 

 Your Company Logo

 A background image

 A template

Step (1) 

Resize the company logo to fit 
200px wide & 120px High 

Step (2) 

Choose a background that best 
matches your brand and business 

Step (3) 

Choose one of our email 
template designs below 

Template 1 
One button - click to Login 

Template 2 
Two button - Social login & 
Email login 

Template 3 
Three button - Social login,  
email login & Register 

Template 4 
Three button - Email Login 
Plus Facebook & Twitter icons 

Template 5 
Three button – Email, Voucher & 
Registration 

Template 6 
Four button – Email, Social, 
Voucher & Registration 

More template variations will 
become available over time. 
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Design elements within “our” portal templates
Choose your template from the following 6 layout 

For this document I’m going to use a selection of our “Pro” & “Bespoke” portal templates to demonstrate 
how best deploy template using MyLiveport. 

Template 1 - One Click to Login 

Template 2 - Portal_2_Social_Email

Template 3 - Portal_Social_login_Reg 

Template 4 - Portal_Email_FB_TW 

Template 5 - Portal_Email_Voucher_Reg 

Template 4 - Portal_4_Email_Social_Voucher_Reg  
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Branding 
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Colours 

By using as many of your 
corporate colours in your portal 
design it will strengthen your 
brand identity. 

This will in turn allow you to use 
less collateral “Text” in your overall 
portal design. 

Buttons 

Your buttons are the most important aspect of your entire portal, they are your primary call to action.  They 
should be clearly visible on all devices. 

Some key things to take into consideration when adding buttons 

- If you use images make sure they are clear
and easy to read

- Always make sure they are located towards
the top of the page

- Do not add too many options (Packages)

- Use HTML buttons when possible

- Allow them to grow and stretch with your
portal design

- See button action tags below to call package
links

Button Actions (Within the HTML CODE) 

By using code similar to below you can create your own 
HTML buttons that invoke the correct package action 
within your portal :- 

Example - Register account button 

- <button class="btn" data-action="register"
title="Register for WiFi Access"
type="button">Register with your email</button>

Button Action Tags 

“login” – Primary login 
“voucher” – Voucher access 
“guest” - (PMS) – Hotel guest Login 
“register” – Register account 
“packages” – Package selection 
“social” – LinkedIn, Facebook, G+ & 
Twitter  
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Images and your WiFi Portal 

The layout is fully expanded on this laptop displaying all the 
content clearly and showing a good amount of the 
background image. However the footer area is only showing 
the headers. 

On the tablet the proportions are 
different with only a small amount of 
the background showing with more of 
the footer area visible. 

On the smartphone 
version only the 
first 2 boxes are 
available. 

As previously mentioned please remember to have resizable images available so there is no loss of 
resolution on smaller devices where the images will be displayed larger. 
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Do’s and Don’ts

The following is our quick list of do’s and don’ts when it comes to designing a portal for MyAirangel 

Do Don’t 
Read this document Ignore this document 

Ask Airangel to create a portal for you Just design a web page 

Get a web designer involved Just use Photoshop 

Limit the number of options Design for one device type 

Allow content to move according to device Have too many buttons 

Clearly use your branding Have static elements in your design 

Keep your design simple Just design for laptops 

Focus on 3 primary elements to your design Fill your design with too much content 

Treat this as an access point (Not a webpage) Use poor quality low res images 

Use Flexible images Stretch images out of their proportions 

Design with tablets and smartphones in mind Place any content bottom right, it’s reserved for support 

Use our mobile portal option Just design for portrait or landscape, it must work as both 

Ask for advice from your account manager 




